Abstract-The magnetic field in indoor environments is rich in features and exceptionally easy to sense. In conjunction with a suitable form of odometry, such as signals produced from inertial sensors or wheel encoders, a map of this field can be used to precisely localize a human or robot in an indoor environment. We show how the use of this field yields significant improvements in terms of localization accuracy for both legged and non-legged locomotion. We suggest various likelihood functions for sequential Monte Carlo localization and evaluate their performance based on magnetic maps of different resolutions. Specifically, we investigate the influence that measurement representation (e.g., intensity-based, vectorbased) and map resolution have on localization accuracy, robustness, and complexity. Compared to other localization approaches (e.g., camera-based, LIDAR-based), there exist far fever privacy concerns when sensing the indoor environment's magnetic field. Furthermore, the required sensors are less costly, compact, and have a lower raw data rate and power consumption. The combination of technical and privacy-related advantages makes the use of the magnetic field a very viable solution to indoor navigation for both humans and robots.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation
Precise localization of humans and robots in indoor environments is an essential component for numerous applications. Existing technical solutions to indoor localization either rely on (i) infrastructure, such as radio beacons, passive or active transponders, guiding wire, and/or optical markings; or (ii) onboard sensors, such as LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging), monocular cameras, and/or stereo imaging. Recent insights into the structure of the indoor magnetic field have triggered strong interest in the potential use of this field for localization purposes. Firstly, the indoor magnetic field typically shows strong modulation with spectral components over a wide spatial bandwidth (e.g., initial location fixes and localize with centimeter-level accuracy. Secondly, the field is stable over long periods of time. Thirdly, suitable sensors to measure the indoor magnetic field are readily available at low cost. Lastly, no additional infrastructure is required.
Depending on the specific application, a further advantage is the relative immunity to environmental conditions such as low lighting or smoke that negatively affects other sensors, particularly cameras or LIDARs. Hence, a combination of magnetic sensing with these other sensors could significantly improve reliability, which is of particular importance in safety and security related applications. Furthermore, we consider magnetic sensors to be less intrusive upon privacy than cameras or LIDARs which obtain imagery or geometry. Privacy concerns may be a severe hindrance in consumer oriented applications. In this light use of the magnetic field may be a more viable alternative.
The magnetic field also appears to be stable over long periods of time due to the static nature of building materials that affects this field, such as reinforced concrete or metal door frames. Distortions can appear due to moving ferromagnetic structures, e.g., elevators, escalators, or furniture. Lastly, the magnetic field gives location information in a very compact vector representation that is directly observable using readily available magnetic sensors. Consequently, the computational effort to extract the relevant information is relatively low, which yields desirable properties in terms of power consumption by personal devices or robotic platforms.
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B. Magnetic Field Characteristics
The characteristics of the undisturbed earth magnetic field depend on both the location and time of the observation. The magnitude of the temporal change is relatively small with daily fluctuations between 10 nT to 30 nT, which is less than 0.1% of the average magnitude of 48.19 μT seen in our geographic region [1] . The spatial change, however, has a significant influence on the direction and magnitude of the magnetic field. The magnetic field vector roughly points in the direction of geographic north, but is more accurately represented by its declination and inclination. The declination describes the horizontal deviation of the direction from the geographic north, while the inclination describes the vertical component of the field. Approximate values of 145 declination and 64
• inclination are reported at the location of our lab facilities (48.08
• N, 11.28
• E) [1] . Inclination and magnitude of the magnetic field vector are lowest around the equator and roughly increase with increasing latitude.
The ubiquitous magnetic field is further disturbed by manmade structures. In particularly, the magnetic field is influenced in proximity of ferromagnetic materials used in the construction of buildings -a comprehensive analysis of this property can be found in [2] . For example, Fig. 2 shows the intensity of the magnetic field at ground level within our motion capture laboratory. This intensity varies varies between 0 μT and 120 μT, which is a range that is factors of 2.5 and 10 4 compared to the intensities of the undisturbed magnetic field and its daily fluctuation, respectively. Fig. 3 shows the horizontal component of the magnetic field from Fig. 2 . The color of the field lines is set according to the this component's intensity, which is much less intensive than the corresponding full vectors. Magnetic north points to ≈ 213
• as indicated by the compass in the upper right corner. Fig. 4 shows a histogram representation of the same field, sampled on a 1 cm grid. It is clearly seen that the field is oriented along the main axes of the building, which align to the plots x-and y-axes.
C. Related Work
The most substantial body of related work exists in the areas of robot localization, mapping, and simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM). These works employ ground, air, and underwater robots using various sensors and types of locomotion. Drawing from experiments and theoretical foundations laid in robotics, there are growing efforts to achieve accurate and robust localization for human pedestrians [3] . In addition, the groundbreaking work of Smith et al. [4] , Leonard and Durrant-Whyte [5] , Thrun et al. [6] , and others have resulting in a strong understanding of localization and SLAM solutions based on active sensors such as sonars, LIDARs, and optical cameras. These efforts have resulted in fieldable technologies that serve in numerous industrial, exploration [7] , and transportation [8] applications.
Due to their ability to perform with cost efficient monocular camera sensors, the works by Davison et al. [9] and Klein et al. [10] are important steps towards economic feasibility of mass market applications for indoor localization. For continuous pedestrian localization, many approaches draw on some kind of human odometry, such as the pioneering work by Foxlin using foot mounted inertial sensors [11] . To constrain the inevitable odometry drift error process, one can draw on knowledge of constraints such as walls, which can be inferred using Simultaneous Localization and Mapping without additional exteroceptive sensors [12] , [3] . However, for special application, such as rapid response missions by emergency personnel, the requirement in terms of accuracy, robustness and speed of convergence strongly mandate the use of exteroceptive sensors. Fallon et al. designed a system that fuses information from RGB-D cameras, LIDAR, inertial sensors, and barometric sensors [13] . This approach is able to robustly localized in realtime for complex 6-DOF motion and challenging trajectories on, for example, stairs and elevators.
Both academia and industry have recently shown great interest in using the indoor magnetic field for localization. This interest is motivated by recent findings on the informativeness of the magnetic field and the extremely low cost of available sensors. Employing an iRobot Create mobile robot platform equipped with a 3-axis magnetometer, Vallivaara et al. were the first to generate geometrically consistent maps of the magnetic field using SLAM [14] . Their work provides significant inspiration for us, and we wish to extend their results by investigating the magnetic field as close to the ground as possible, where we expect a more temporally stable and spatially informative field.
Le Grand and Thrun describe the use of magnetic sensors in a smartphone to build a map of the magnetic field, which could enable very economical mass market applications [15] . The authors use a similar algorithm as described in this work, but measure the magnetic field at a higher height and do not use odometry information. Additionally, no high precision ground truth system was used for mapping or localization reference. [16] and [17] propose leader-follower systems to navigate groups of robots following a magnetic trajectory measured by a leading robot. In [16] the authors use a 1D map and a Kalman Filter for localization in a corridor. In [18] the authors describe the historicals development and current efforts to use large scale (natural) magnetic anomalies for aircraft positioning. Among the most challenging application of magnetic localization has been proposed and successfully demonstrated by Moore et al. for perching aerial robots on power lines [19] . In our own previous work, we have analyzed the properties of the indoor magnetic fields with respect to their potential use for localization of robots and pedestrians [2] . These and other recent findings [20] by Kim et al. have strongly motivated our research.
The idea of using foot mounted sensors for legged localization is not limited to humans. In fact, there is much potential in using biped [21] , [22] , [23] or quadruped robots [24] , [25] to autonomously map the magnetic field of a 3D volume space just above floor level. The resulting abundance of information characterizing indoor environments will not only serve as "infrastructure" for indoor pedestrian localization, but also in progressing the state of motion planning and control for legged robots [26] . Such databases can also serve as replacements for more expensive localization methods in the robotics community, both for basic research (e.g., gate analysis [27] ) and for technology demonstrations (e.g., Robocup [28] ).
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider the problem of localizing a subject in an indoor environment, where the subject's locomotion can be legbased (e.g., humans, biped robots, quadruped robots) or nonlegged-based (e.g., wheelchairs, Ackermann vehicles). We focus on the two-dimensional localization problem, meaning that the subject's pose P k at time step k ∈ Z ≥0 is a random variable 1 that takes values from R 2 ×S, i.e., the twodimensional Euclidean space with corresponding rotation. For multiple pose hypotheses, we are interested in determining the hypothesis associated with the highest posterior probability p( Assuming a time-stationary indoor magnetic environment, we model the a priori magnetic map B :
as a vector field. More specifically, given a pose P k within the magnetic map's domain, the map projects this pose to a three dimensional vector B(P k ). Note that for any b ∈ R, the magnetic field vector (0, 0, b) is parallel to the local gravity vector.
B. Odometry and Magnetic Field Measurements
In this paper we rely on sources of odometry measurements and co-located magnetic field measurements. Typically, the odometry is derived from inertial sensors for legged locomotion and rotary encoders for wheeled locomotion. Inertial sensors, in addition to providing odometry that is differential, are also informative with respect to the subject's absolute attitude, as discussed in Section III-A.2. For simplicity of notation, let Δx By the term co-located, we mean that the magnetic field measurement Z B k is taken at the pose P k , for all times k. This measurement is of vector form (Z
, and is implemented in various likelihood functions, as discussed in Section III-A. We make the assumption that the sensor is always close enough to the ground as to be subjected to the ground-level magnetic field.
III. ALGORITHMS
We are interested in legged and non-legged locomotion for which some form of odometry is available. Since this odometry is affected by noise but is still informative, it lends itself to serve in the prediction step of a Bayesian filter. Following the prediction step, the resulting hypotheses are evaluated in the update step of the filter. This evaluation considers how well the actual measurements from the magnetic sensor match the magnetic map's values at the subject's predicted pose. Since the likelihood functions and probability distributions present in this Bayesian filter are strongly multi-modal, we have chosen to use a particle filter (also known as a sequential Monte Carlo filter) with systematic resampling [29] .
We assume the odometry is reasonably accurate from one time step to the next, and we employ a proposal function that randomly draws the next pose of a particle given its previous pose, its error states of the odometry, and the odometry measurement itself. The update step of the Bayesian filter then employs the measurement likelihood computed at the particle's pose given the magnetic field map. Specific to legged localization using inertial sensors, we believe that this proposal function is justified because, conditioned on knowledge of the odometry's error state such as angular drift, prediction of the displacement vector between (legged) steps is typically in the order of a centimeter [30] . This magnitude is of the same order as the expected discrimination of the magnetic field likelihood function per measurement [2] .
A. Likelihood Functions
Consider a population of N p particles indexed by i ∈ {1, . . . , N p }. Each particle has a corresponding pose (
z ) by the magnetic map. We now discuss three likelihood function variants, each of which uses the magnetic field measurement Z B k to update the weights of the particles at time k. Note that this update step of the particle filter is invoked only for particles that reside within the mapped area, i.e., in the domain of B. The proposal, update, and resampling steps of the filter are summarized in Algorithm 1, where the given values are specific to our legged locomotion application. [i] 2 ) is used to generate a measurement likelihood from a Gaussian mixture model (GMM). This GMM consists of two fixed variance Gaussian distributions, the first being a narrow distribution and the other a wide one. The measurement likelihood is bounded from below by a fixed value before updating the weight of a particle. h 2 can be calculated to generate a likelihood from the same Gaussian distribution of fixed variance. The (bounded) product of these likelihoods forms the measurement likelihood used to update the particle weight.
3) Magnetic Field Vector (3D): The third likelihood function variant employs element-wise differences between magnetic field vectors Z B k and B [i] . More specifically, the elements of the vector Z B k − B [i] are each used to generate a likelihood from the same Gaussian distribution of fixed variance. The product of these likelihoods is again bounded from below by a fixed value to form a measurement likelihood used to update the weight of the particle. Position
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← N (0, 0.15) 7: end for 8: Proposal Step 9: for each particle i do 10:
if U (0, 1) < JumpRate [i] then 11:
Restrict τ [i] to range [−τsat . . . τsat] 13:
end if 15: 
w
else if using Vert. and Horz. Magnetic Field Comp. (2D) then 29:
σ ← 25 30:
32:
w j = exp(−0.5 · Δ 2 j /σ 2 ), j ∈ {v, h} 33:
else if using Magnetic Field Vector (3D) then 35:
σ ← 25 36:
w j = exp(−0.5 · Δ 2 j /σ 2 ), j ∈ {x, y, z} 38: Resample the particle population with systematic resampling [29] 46: end if
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Ground Truth Tracking
We employed a commercial motion capture systems (Vicon) to provide accurate pose information during the mapping phase as well as ground truth information the localization experiments. For our particular setup consisting of 16 infrared sensitive cameras and infrared strobes, the system yields sub-centimeter pose accuracy at a rate of 100 Hz.
B. Sensors
The magnetic field sensor module used in the reported experiments use three orthogonal thin film magneto-resistive sensor units. This triad of sensors is part of commercial integrated sensor packages (Xsens MTx and its wireless variant Xsens MTw). In addition to a magnetic sensor triad, these packages contain accelerometer and gyrometer triads. For the MTx package, the sensor communicates via USB using a proprietary protocol for configuration and data logging; the MTw uses a proprietary wireless communications link operating in the 2.4 GHz ISM band. For the experiments, both the odometry measurements Z U k and magnetic field measurements Z B k are received at 100 Hz. We used these sensors for the robotic magnetic mapping, the non-legged localization, and the pedestrian localization. For the robotic mapping, we mount the sensor on a wooden beam that extended 0.75 m from the center of the robot. The purpose of this beam is to separate the sensor from the robot's ferromagnetic components (e.g., bearings, steel screws) and electromagnetic field generating devices (e.g., motors, motor drivers). We note that the distance of 0.75 m was selected due to its sufficient separation yet reasonable length with respect to the difficulty of positioning a long "lever arm."
C. Robotic Platform
In this work, we use an omnidirectional robot to perform mapping as well as to analyze localization performance for wheeled platforms. The robot is a modified version of the commercially available Slider platform by Commonplace Robotics, see Fig. 5 . The platform's chassis made of aluminum sheet metal, and its overall dimensions are 450 mm ×300 mm ×170 mm (length × width × height). The drive system consists of two motor drivers with two channels, four gearmotors with magnetic encoders, and four Mecanum wheels of 150 mm diameter. The platform is fully holonomic and accepts forward, lateral, and rotational velocity control inputs. The differential measurements (Δx 
D. Foot-mounted Sensor Platform
For the legged locomotion experiments, we rigidly mounted the sensor packages described in Section IV-B onto a human's shoe, see Fig. 6 . The odometry measurements Z U k from the inertial sensors are processed with a ZUPT/ZARU/MARU-aided Unscented Kalman filter in accordance to [31] to derive the differential measurements (Δx U k , ΔΘ U k ) of the foot. We not only use the odometry measurements during the stance phase, but also during the stride phase of the step movement cycle. Additionally, we equipped the shoe with reflective markers in order to obtain ground truth trajectory data from the motion tracking system.
E. System Setup and Software Framework
We extensively used the Robot Operating System (ROS) Framework [32] to acquire various sources of data (ground truth poses from motion tracking, magnetic measurement data, wheel odometry) and to control our wheeled robot. We implemented our particle filter using the Python programming language. Lastly, we used NumPy, Matplotlib [33] , and OpenCV to compute the homography of the magnetic field and project it in realtime on the floor of our motion capture laboratory, see Fig. 1 .
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. Magnetic Field Mapping
In preparation for our localization experiments, we created two separate maps of the magnetic field in our motion capture laboratory. The first map was created in December 2012 by manually sweeping the sensor at ground-level using a tackle, which resulted in a map grid size of 10 cm. The second map was created in March 2013 by automating our ground robot (Fig. 5) , which resulted in a higher resolution map of 1 cm grid size. Both mapping methods used the motion capture system discussed in Section IV-A to determine the locations of the magnetic field measurements, and the resulting ground-level maps of the three dimensional magnetic field were approximately 40 m 2 . The similarities between these two maps constructed four months apart suggest that the magnetic field within our motion capture laboratory is temporally stable over long periods of time.
B. Non-legged Robot Localization
We have carried out a number of experiments to investigate the localization performance for non-legged locomotion. More specifically, we aimed to localize the holonomic wheeled platform described in Section IV-C. In a first experiment, we manually commanded the robot by setting its forward, lateral, and rotational velocities with a computer input device. Fig. 7 shows in green the ground truth trajectory measured by the motion capture system, while the odometry is shown in red. We then processed this odometry using the particle filter, which employed the magnetic map B and the magnetic measurements Z B k in its update step. Fig. 8 shows the results for a 2000 seconds run with given initial position and heading using the intensity based likelihood function described in Section III-A.1. The mean error over the whole run is 6.4 cm. Note that a known starting position and rotation reduce the error in the initial phase of the run, but the filter also converged without knowing these values.
C. Legged Pedestrian Localization
Two different human subjects each performed walks within our laboratory while the inertial measurements Z U k and magnetic measurements Z B k were recorded at a rate of 100 Hz, see Fig. 9 for an example trajectory. The subjects began each walk in the center of the tracking area and constrained their motion to within the magnetic map's domain. One of the walks included periods of running and fast turns in order to stress the underlying odometry. Using the motion capture system, we recorded ground truth data at a rate of 100 Hz. Following the same approach as in the non-legged locomotion case from Section V-B, we processed the data using the particle filter. The resulting error for the intensity-based likelihood function is plotted in Fig. 10 . In the pedestrian case, the initial position was given, but the initial heading was unknown and hence estimated by the filter. We observed a stable position error during all walks. For the walks shown in Fig. 8 , we used the magnetic map with 10 cm resolution and the particle filter with N P = 2000 particles, which resulted in a mean error of 7.95 cm.
D. Influence of Grid Size
The magnetic map is stored in a grid representation, for which the resolution has an influence on localization performance. We performed localization on several pedestrian walks using various grid resolutions, see Fig. 11 for an error timeline of walks with two different map resolutions and Fig. 12 for a comparison of the mean error for different map resolutions. Lower resolution maps were generated by sub-sampling from the high resolution map. The poor performance of the 1 cm map stems from calibration errors between the sensor and motion capture system during the mapping phase, which will be corrected for future experiments. Surprisingly, lower resolution maps still provide sufficient information for indoor localization. For example, the 20 cm magnetic map resulted in a mean error of less than Relationship between grid size and mean error (Pedestrian Run) Fig. 12 .
This plot shows the relationship between grid size of the magnetic map and the resulting MMSE error of the particle filter localization algorithm.
9 cm, which is essentially equivalent to the 10 cm map. The red line in Fig. 11 shows the mean error of a walk without the use of any magnetic measurements.
E. Comparison of Likelihood Function Variants
We employed the particle filter for different representations of the magnetic field map and different variants for the likelihood function as described in Section III-A. Fig. 13 shows a comparison of the mean MMSE for the three likelihood functions. Fig. 14 shows two enlarged temporal segments from Fig. 13 , specifically the initialization phase and a period at around 685 seconds with a temporary increase in the error for the intensity based estimator. While the mean overall errors for the different likelihood functions do not vary significantly (see Table I ), we do observe differences in their robustness and their time for filter convergence. In particular, we notice a degradation when using the intensity based likelihood function, especially for the coarser map. This might be because the intensity map looses trajectory discrimination power for coarser maps in contrast to the richer vector maps.
F. Dataset
We made our datasets available for download to allow other researchers to work with our high precision data. These datasets include magnetic maps, ground truth trajectories, IMU data, magnetic raw data, and filtered odometry. Please visit http://www.kn-s.dlr.de/indoornav/refdataset.html for more information. Fig. 13 . On the left side the initialization phase of the particle filter and on the right side a period with a temporary increasing error of the MMSE is shown. In both cases the vectorized representation leads to a smaller error.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, we investigate the viability of localizing humans and robots in an indoor environment given sources of odometry and co-located magnetic field measurements. This approach uses a prior map of the local magnetic field just above the floor, which was systematically constructed for our experiments using a motion capture system and a three-axis magnetic sensor. The same motion capture system was also used to obtain ground truth poses for evaluating the performance of our localization approach. We showed that previous discussions and hypotheses [2] concerning achievable accuracies are indeed realistic. We also showed that the representations of the magnetic map and the likelihood functions influence localization performance, although even simple representations yielded acceptable performance. For example, a average error of 9 cm was achieved using the intensities of the magnetic field measurements on a magnetic map of 10 cm grid resolution. We believe that our experiments were successful for two main reasons. Firstly, we used realistic sources of odometry for pedestrians wearing a foot mounted sensor [11] and for non-legged robots using wheel encoders. Secondly, we took a Bayesian approach to extract salient information of the magnetic field close to the ground, which is shown to be rich in local variation. We see two particularly rewarding challenges for future work: (i) realtime localization for pedestrians with smartphones in their hands or pockets and (ii) Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) for both robots and humans. From a practical perspective, we wish to shed the necessity of the motion capture system during the mapping phase.
Future work should also further investigate the relative merit of using just the intensity or one of the two vector representations of the magnetic field. In particular, the relative sensitivity of the field to vertical deviations in the sensor height from the mapped level could be a subject for further studies (this is relevant for the case of legged motion where the sensor is not always at ground level during the entire stride). Data sets in different environments would also provide further evidence whether the intensity map is sufficient, especially when more events have been captured where the estimated location suffers from error bursts.
We see a rich set of application scenarios for our proposed approach of robot-based mapping and subsequent localization for legged and non-legged locomotion. The mapping phase could be assigned to floor cleaning or specialized ground robots, and the resulting maps could then be shared with other robotic or human users of the building. We believe a "mild" form of SLAM is sufficient to keep maps current by incorporating newly accessible regions or changes in the field due to moved, added or removed steel structures. One should note that a map of the magnetic field reveals potentially less sensitive information about the indoor environment than images; this property is relevant when addressing privacy concerns. Furthermore, drawing on an additional source of pose information from known magnetic field disturbances should improve the continuity, integrity, and accuracy of systems that use other maps and sensors.
